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Why Poliovirus Replication Has Been Studied for More Than 50 Years

Poliovirus is the etiologic agent of poliomyelitis, an acute flaccid paralysis affecting 1%–2% of infected patients and, on rare occasions, causing death by paralyzing muscles that control the throat or breathing. A striking feature of infection is lifelong disabilities that may affect survivors of the acute disease. Transmitted by the fecal—oral and oral—oral route, this virus (three serotypes) was one of the most feared pathogens in industrialized countries during the 20th century affecting hundreds of thousands of children every year, via outbreaks during warm summer months. Although there are highly effective vaccines to control poliomyelitis, it remains endemic in a few countries, from which spread and outbreaks continue to occur throughout the world. Since its discovery in 1908, poliovirus has been intensively studied to better understand and control this formidable pathogen. The history of poliovirus is not, however, limited to the fight against the disease. Poliovirus replication studies also have played important roles in the development of modern virology since poliovirologists and, more generally, picornavirologists have been pioneers in many domains of molecular virology. Poliovirus was, for example, the first animal RNA virus to have its complete genome sequence determined, the first RNA animal virus for which an infectious clone was constructed, and, along with the related rhinovirus, the first human virus that had its three-dimensional structure solved by X-ray crystallography. Indeed, the history of over half a century of poliovirus replication studies is marked by major discoveries, many of which are summarized here and illustrated in Fig 1.

1950–1970: The Early Years

In 1949, John Enders, Thomas Weller, and Frederick Robbins performed a landmark study showing that poliovirus could be propagated in cultured, non-neural human cells that did not correspond to the tissues infected during the disease [1]. Not only did these Nobel Prize-winning studies pave the way for the development of highly effective vaccines against poliovirus, but they also opened the door for virologists to study the molecular mechanisms of poliovirus replication in cultured cells that were much more readily manipulated than neural tissue. Isolated poliovirus genomic RNA was then shown to be infectious for susceptible HeLa cells in monolayers, demonstrating that the viral genome itself is the carrier of the biological activity responsible for infection [2]. John Holland and coworkers then reproduced this experiment with normally nonsusceptible cells, demonstrating that the block to poliovirus growth in
nonpermissive, nonprimate cells was due to the absence of specific receptors, defining cell determinants of poliovirus infection [3].

The first evidence for an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase used by the virus for RNA genome replication was reported in 1962 by Baltimore and Franklin [4]. Until then, it was believed that the genome of RNA viruses was replicated in the cell nucleus by a cellular DNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Studies on another picornavirus, mengovirus, revealed the existence of an actinomycin D-resistant replication activity in the cytoplasm of infected cells that was later also identified in poliovirus-infected cells [4]. This virus-specific enzyme was isolated eight years later [5].

In the late 1960s, Summers and Maizel [6], and others [7,8], showed that the genomic RNA of poliovirus is translated to produce very large polypeptides that are then specifically cleaved into smaller functional proteins. This discovery was the first demonstration that picornavirus proteins were produced from large precursors proteolytically processed in infected cells [6]. At the same time, cellular fractionation studies revealed that poliovirus RNAs are synthesized in
replication complexes bound to distinct membranous structures in the cytoplasm of infected cells [9].

**1970–2000: The Late 20th Century**

This period corresponds to several major advances in understanding the mechanisms of translation and replication of poliovirus genomic RNA. In 1977, a small protein of 22 amino acids, called VPg, was discovered to be covalently linked to the 5' end of poliovirus RNA [10]. Its absence when the virus genome is translated on polysomes indicated that VPg is removed prior to or during translation, whereas its presence at the 5’ end of the newly synthesized positive- and negative-strand RNAs suggested that VPg might be involved in the initiation of RNA synthesis [11]. This hypothesis was confirmed later by Paul et al., who demonstrated that VPg linked by the poliovirus RNA polymerase 3D<sub>pol</sub> to the 5'-terminal uridylic acid of the virus genome is the key player in protein-primed initiation of poliovirus RNA synthesis [12]. Experiments with dicistronic vectors subsequently led to the discovery of a novel mechanism of initiation of translation through ribosome binding to RNA secondary structures within the long 5’ nontranslated region of the virus genome. This internal ribosome entry site (or IRES) allows recognition by the host translation apparatus in the absence of a 5’ cap structure on viral mRNAs [13,14]. Since infection by poliovirus and many other picornaviruses leads to the shut off of cap-dependent translation [15,16], the IRES allows the virus to effectively compete for the cellular translation machinery via cap-independent mechanisms. Finally, a cis-acting replication element (or cre) was identified in picornavirus genomic RNAs. Cre sequences are RNA stem-loop structures almost exclusively located within the coding region, and they are required for viral RNA replication. These elements bind viral proteins involved in RNA replication complex formation, allowing specific recognition of viral RNAs in the cytoplasm of infected cells among a myriad of poly(A)-containing host cellular mRNAs. Cre sequences promote uridylation of VPg, the primer for initiation of viral RNA synthesis, by 3D<sub>pol</sub>. Their functions appear to be strand-specific, since the cre is required for positive-strand RNA synthesis but may not be essential for negative-strand RNA synthesis. A cre was first found in the capsid coding region of human rhinovirus (HRV) RNA and later in the 2C coding region of poliovirus RNA [17,18]. Since then, similar types of internal recognition elements have been detected for other positive-strand RNA viruses.

The complete sequence of poliovirus genomic RNA was reported in 1981 by two different groups [19,20]. Poliovirus RNA was shown to be more than 7,400 nucleotides long, polyadenylated at the 3’ terminus, and composed of an open reading frame (ORF) of 2,207 consecutive triplets, spanning over 89% of the total nucleotide sequence. This single ORF encodes the viral polyprotein that is ultimately cleaved into more than 15 intermediate and mature viral polypeptides. Poliovirus was also the first RNA animal virus for which an infectious, cloned complementary DNA copy of the RNA genome was constructed. Transfection of this clone into mammalian cells produced infectious poliovirus and, via genetic manipulation, led to new insights about the functions of viral proteins and RNA sequences and their roles in the picornavirus intracellular replication cycle [21].

Transcribed viral RNA from a plasmid-derived cDNA was also used in vitro for the de novo synthesis of infectious poliovirus, a first for an animal RNA virus. Published in 1991 by Eckard Wimmer’s group, “Life in a Test Tube” resulted from the addition of viral RNA to a crude cytoplasmic extract of uninfected HeLa cells. These extracts contain all essential elements for poliovirus replication, including cytoplasmic membranes and components required for virion assembly [22]. Implementation of this system allowed the use of “in vitro genetics” with defined templates and fractionated extracts to understand many aspects of the virus life
cycle, especially the mechanism of initiation of RNA synthesis to yield VPg-linked progeny RNAs [23].

Based upon X-ray crystallography studies, poliovirus and its relative, HRV, were the first animal viruses for which the three-dimensional virus structure was solved in 1985 by the groups of Hogle and Rossmann [24,25]. And in 1989, Racaniello and coworkers identified CD155, a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, as the poliovirus receptor [26]. This finding was followed by the generation of mice carrying CD155 as a transgene, allowing studies of poliovirus infection and pathogenesis in vivo in a nonprimate model [27].


Numerous studies carried out during this period uncovered the ability of poliovirus to usurp cellular components and structures for its own benefit, reflecting the necessity for this virus with a very limited coding capacity to hijack cell resources during infection. Relocalization of nuclear proteins in the cytoplasm during poliovirus infection was first reported in 2000–2001. Cleavage of nuclear pore complex components such as Nup153 and p62 by the viral 2A protease led to the accumulation in the cytoplasm of virus-infected cells of a number of proteins normally present in the nucleus [28,29]. These relocated proteins often manifest RNA binding capabilities and function in host cell RNA metabolism steps. For example, the nuclear protein SRp20, a cellular splicing factor, is localized to the cytoplasm of poliovirus-infected human cells. It was identified as an important IRES trans-acting factor (ITAF) for poliovirus translation [30]. Another cellular protein that is redistributed in the cytoplasm during poliovirus infection is 5′-tyrosyl-DNA phosphodiesterase-2 (TDP2), a DNA repair enzyme identified as the source of VPg unlinkase activity that cleaves the protein-RNA covalent linkage of VPg at the 5′ end of virion RNA [31,32]. VPg unlinkase/TDP2 activity may be essential to provide a balance between the translation, replication, and packaging functions of viral RNA.

Poliovirus replication sites on cellular membranes (first described in 1969) were also shown to be the result of viral hijacking of components of cellular membrane metabolic pathways, leading to intracellular membrane remodeling and generation of specialized sites distinct in protein and lipid composition from that of the host cell. Belov, Altan-Bonnet, and colleagues demonstrated that viral proteins promoted membrane-binding of members of the Arf family of small guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases), leading to the formation of phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate lipid-enriched organelles that are essential for poliovirus RNA replication [33, 34]. Indeed, these poliovirus-induced membranes contain viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerases organized in lattices of hundreds of molecules observed for the first time in 2002 by electron microscopy [35]. The two-dimensional planar and tubular oligomeric arrays of poliovirus polymerase display cooperative RNA binding and elongation. Understanding the nature of polymerase interface domains, polymerase activation, and template RNA/rNTP interactions has been greatly facilitated by the complete structure of the poliovirus RNA polymerase, which was reported in 2004 [36]. Combining our knowledge of polymerase structure, function, and genetics has also revealed novel insights into how poliovirus polymerase fidelity contributes to the quasi-species nature of RNA virus populations [37,38].

Why Poliovirus Replication Must Still Be Studied

Despite a dramatic reduction in the number of cases of poliomyelitis (350,000 cases in 1988 versus 416 cases in 2013), as well as of polio endemic countries (125 countries in 1988 versus 3 countries in 2014), poliovirus is not yet eradicated from our planet and is still the target of a massive worldwide vaccination campaign (http://www.polioeradication.org/). Moreover, vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis resulting from the use of a live, attenuated vaccine
complicates any poliovirus endgame strategy [39]. Finally, enteroviruses other than poliovirus have emerged as serious threats to public health. These include enterovirus 71, responsible in infants and young children for hand, foot, and mouth disease with the potential for severe central nervous system complications, and enterovirus D68, detected in children hospitalized with severe lower respiratory symptoms and asthma. In this context, there is an absolute necessity to identify potential new targets for novel antienteroviral drugs and develop new, safe, and effective vaccines. Given the plethora of cellular, molecular, and genetic tools produced during the study of poliovirus replication for more than half a century, it is paramount to continue to use these invaluable research tools to expand our knowledge of the replication and virulence determinants of emerging enteroviruses. In addition, there is still much to be learned about the pathogenic mechanisms of enteroviruses as well as the mechanistic details of poliovirus replication, particularly how the virus weaves the functions of host cell activities into a complex web of intracellular events in its reproductive cycle. Such information may be required to implement the final push that could ultimately result in the eradication of this legendary human pathogen.
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